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CURVATURES AND COMPLEX STRUCTURES

HONG-JONG KIM

o. Introduction

In this paper, we work in the smooth category., i. e., all manifolds
are smooth, maps are smooth, bundles are smooth, etc. Let M be
a complex manifold. Then the exterior differential operator d decomposes
into the sum of () and a. These two operators induce a new derivation:

d'= -V-I (a-a).

a local coordinate zi=xi+ -v-Iyi, d'f='£ ~f.dxi
uy'

function f. This is a real operator and if J is the

With respect to

~f. dyi for any
ux'

endomorphism of the real
holomorphic structure, then

tangent bundle TM, induced from the

d'=J*od,

where J*: T* M - T* M is the adjoint of J. The holomorphic
structure on M is now completely determined by the operator de. For

instance, a= ~ (d + -V -Id') and the Cauchy-Riemann equation is

du-d'v=O, or equivalently, d'u+dv=O

for a function u+ -V-1 v to be holomorphic.
From this piont of view, a complex structure on a smooth manifold

is just a differential operator. In this paper we were able to translate
the integrability condition of a complex structure into a language of
derivations (1. 6), twisted de Rham cohomology groups are introduced
(1. 7), the concept of connections is generalised (2. 0) , and the
fundamental theorem of Riemannian geometry is restated (2.3).
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1. Complex strncutres and exterior derivatives

A complex structure on a (real) vector bundle . E over a manifold M
is an endomorphism J: E ~ E over M such that J2= -1. The group
GL(E) of automorphisms of E over M acts on the set of all complex
structures on E through the adjoint representation, and hence elements
in the same orbit should be considered equivalent. It is easy to see that
a complex structure decomposes the complexified bundle E@C into the
direct sum of a complex subbundle and its conjugate. Conversely, such
a decomposition gives rise to a complex structure on E. When E is
the tangent bundle of a manifold, then we have a different point of
view for complex structures.
: For a smooth manifold M, we denote by AP (M) the space of all
exterior differential forms on M of degree p.

DEFINITION. A derivation on a smooth manifold M is an R-linear
map D : AO (M) ~ Al CM) satisfying the Leibnitz rule D (fg) = Dj- g+
f· Dg for functions f and g .

. The ordinary exerior derivation induced canonically from the smooth
structure of M is denoted by ordinary d. Let Der(M) be the set of all
derivations on M. It is obviously a module over the ring AO (M) of
smooth functions on M. For a vector bundle E over M, we denote by
gl (E) the space of all endomorphisms of. E over M. Then gl (TM) is
just the space of all tensor fields of type (1, 1) on M.

THEOREM 1.1. There is a natural AO (M)-module isomorphism between
Der(M) and gl(TM), sending d to the identity endomorphism.

Proof. By taking adjoint, there is a natural isomorphism * : gl(TM)
·~.gl(T*M). We will describe two homorphisms gl(T*M) ~ Der(M)
"ana: Der CM) ~ gl (TM) 'such that any loop of the' following diagram
igives the identitY endomorphism at the initial space.'

Der'(M)

i 1
gl(T*M) gl(TM)

i I
*

The homomorphism gl(T*M) ~ Der(M) is given by assigning to each
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KEgl(T*M), the composition

Kod: AO(M) ~ Al(M) ~ Al(M).

The homomorphism Der(M) - gl(TM) is defined as follows: Let D
be a derivation. Then the corresponding endomorphism J in gl(TM)
is described by

(JX)f= (Df) (X)

for a vector field X and a function f on M. Now remains are obvious.
Q.E.D.

REMARK 1. 2. Der (M) inherits a ring structure from the above
isomorphism Der(M) =:::gl(TM). If J 1 and J z in gl(TM) correspond
to D 1 and Dz in Der (M), then their product is

D 1 • D z= (J1oJZ) *od.

Note that * : gl(TM) - gl(T*M) reverses the order of multiplication.
There is a natural induced action of GL(TM) on Der(M). It is,
however, difficult to formulate this action purely in terms of Der (M).
We may call a derivation D regular if Ker(D) = {locally constant
functions} .

THEOREM 1. 3. For a derivation D: AO(M) - Al(M) associated to
an endomorphism J on TM, there is a unique extension of D to a linear
transformation on A . (M) = L:AP (M) of degree 1 such that

(i) Dod+doD=O

(ii) D (</J/\Yj) = D</J/Vl+ (-l)P</J/\DYj

for </JE AP (M) and YjE A . (M). Moreover, the explicit formula is given by;
D</J(Xo, ... , Xp)

P A

= L: (-1) i(JXi)t/J(XO, ... , Xi' ' .. , Xp)
;=0

+L: (-l)i+i</J( {Xi, X j}, Xo, ••• , Xi, ... , Xj' ... , Xp),
i<i

for vector fields Xo, ••• , X p on M, where

{X, Y} : = [JX, Y] + [X, JY] -J[X, Y]

is the skew-symmetric bracket of vector fields associated to J. This new
bracket satisfies

{X,jY} =f{X, Y} +Dxf· Y,

for any function f on M, where Dxf: =XJDf= (JX)f.

We omit the proof, since it is an elementary combinatorics. We may
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call {X, Y} the twisted Lie derivative of Y with respect to X;

J2xY; = {X, Y}.

REMARK 1. 4. From the properties (i) and (ii) in the above theorem,
it is easy to see that the vanishing of D2=DoD on AO (M) implies the
vanishing of D2 on the whole algebra A' (M). Note that for any
function f and vector fields X and Y on M,

D2f(X, Y) = ([JX, JYJ-J{X, Y} )f.

This is consistent with Nijenhuis'discover [1, p.38J.

DEFINITION 1. 5. A derivation D on M is said to be integrable if
f- D2=O.

THEOREM 1. 6. A complex structure J on a manifold M is integrable
if and only if the associated derivation D is integrable.

Proof. For a complex structure J, the integrability condition is
equivalent to the vanishing of Nijenhuis' tensor

N(X, Y) : = [JX, JY]-J[JX, Y]-J[X,JY]-[X, Y]

and the proof follows immediately from the remark 1. 4. Q. E. D.

Now it is clear that an endomorphism J of TM should be said to be
integrable if

[JX, JY]-J[JX, Y]-J[X, JY]+J2[X, Y]=O

for all vector fields X and Y.

THEOREM 1. 7. Let J be the endomorphism of TM associated to a
derivation D. When D is integrable, two chain complexes (A' (M), d)
and (A' (M), D) are related by the chain maps APJ* : AP (M) ~ AP
(M), i. e.,

AP+IJ*od=DoAPJ*.

In particular, if J is an integrable isomorphism, we have an induced
isomorphism between the ordinary de Rham cohomology groups and the
twisted de Rham cohomology groups :

HPde Rham (M) ~ HPD (M) •

Proof. We have a twisted Cartan's identity for an arbitrary derivation
D;

«XoJDq») +D(XoJq»)) (Xl> "', X p)
f!

=Dxoc/>(X1, "', X p) +~ (-l)jq)( {Xo, Xj}, Xl> "', Xi' "', X p)
;=1
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for vector fields X o, ••• , X p and a p-form if>. (This is the twisted Lie
derivative of if>.) We will show, by induction on p, that

Xj(AP+IJ*odif» =Xj(DoAPJ*if»

for if> in AP(M) and a vector field X on M. Note that XJ(AP+IJ*o
dif» =APJ* (JXjdif» =APJ*(LJxif>-d(JXJif») =APJ* (LJxif» - (APJ*od)
(JXJif» =APJ*(LJxif» - (D 0 AP-IJ*)(JXJif» = APJ* (LJxif» - D(Xj
APJ*if» , where L denotes the ordinary Lie derivative and the last term
is equal to XJ(DoA,IJ*ifJ) from the twisted Cartan's identity and the
integrability condition. Q. E. D.

EXAMPLE 1. 8. Let M=R be equipped with J* (dt) =tidt for a
nonnegative integer k. Then the twisted de Rham cohomology groups
are HO=O and HI~Ri.

2. Generalized connections and the fundamental theorem of
Riemannian geometry

Let E be a smooth vector bundle over M. For a fixed derivation D
on M, a D-connection for E is a linear map

(2.0) J7 : AO(M, E) -. Al (M, E)

such that P(js) = Dj(j9s+j· f7s, for a function j on M and a section
$ for E, where AI' (M, E) is the space of p-forms on M with values
in E. The set of all D-connections on E is an affine space parallel to
Al (M, End E). It is now obvious that when D is integrable, Rx,y=
[f7x.f7y] -PIX, Yl is a tensor, which we call the curvature of f7. In this
case, the Yang-Mills game can be played and Chern-Weil theory
remains true except that de Rham groups are replaced by twisted ones.
When E is equipped with an inner product <, >, then a D-connection
on E is said to be compatible with <, >, if

Dx<s, s>=<f7xs, s>+<s, f7xs>

for any vector field X on M and any section s for E. For an
endomorphism J on TM, a J-connection for E is a D-connection for
E, where D is the associated derivation on M.

DEFINITION 2.1. For a J-connection on TM, the torsion tensor T
is defined by

T(X, Y)=f7xY-f7yX- {X, Y}

for vector fields X and Y.
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Now it can be easily verified that

THEOREM 2.2. (1) Let 17 be a J-connection on TM. Then

17'xY: =17x Y- ~ T(X, Y)

is a torsion-free J-connection on TM.
(2) Let 17* be a D-connection on T*M. Then the following diagram

AO(T*M) ~ AI (T*M) =AO(T*M@T*M)
11 t

Ai ~ A2=AO(T*MI\T*M)
D

commutes if and only if the induced connection 17 on TM is torsion-free.

Finally, we state the fundamental theorem of Riemannian geometry,
the proof of which is quite standard.

THEOREM 2.3. For a Riemannian manifold M together with a derivation
D, there exists a unique torsion-free metric compatible D-connection on

TM.

REMARK. At the moment, the author has no idea whether the Yang
Mills functional defined on the set of all integrable derivations on a
compact Riemannian manifold plays an important role in understanding
the geometry of M.
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